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This is the first book-length work in English to take late-antique Roman North 
African medical authors as its focus, but it represents a rising interest in the 
social context and popularization of learned medicine in Late Antiquity. The 
extraction and clear presentation of information about and from late-antique 
medical works is welcome indeed. 

In this book, Cilliers accomplishes three central tasks: she synthesizes the 
limited knowledge we have about late-antique medical writers in Roman 
North Africa, she situates these writers against the backdrop of ancient and 
late-antique medicine, Roman North Africa, and the rise of Christianity, and 
she makes the fairly obscure medical texts of Late Antiquity accessible to a 
wider audience of scholars and students. Following a series of introductory 
chapters, Cilliers offers individual discussions of key late-antique medical 
authors closely associated with North Africa: Vindicianus (mid-/late fourth 
century CE), Theodorus Priscianus (late-fourth and early-fifth centuries CE), 
Caelius Aurelianus (fourth or fifth century CE), Cassius Felix (fifth century 
CE), and Muscio (fifth or sixth century CE). The information available for each 
of these authors is sparse, and Cilliers is careful not to speculate further than 
is justified by the existing evidence. The final third of the book moves on to 
consider the role of Christianity in the preservation and transformation of 
learned medicine in late-antique Roman North Africa, focusing especially 
upon the fourth-/fifth-century bishop Augustine of Hippo.  

The first chapter, ‘History, environment, population and cultural life’ (pp. 
15–56), is the longest in the book. It offers a cultural history of North Africa 
from Punic settlement in c. 800 BCE to Islamic settlement in the seventh 
century CE. Cilliers organizes this survey around key themes: important cities; 
olive and wheat production, as well as red-slip pottery; people groups 
(Berbers, Ethiopians, Phoenicians, Greeks, Vandals); languages; and intel-
lectual life. This chapter is an impressively deft account of a broad range of 
scholarship on North African cultural history in Antiquity. It is marred in parts 
by its presentation from a Romanocentric perspective, as reflected in the 
absence of ‘Romans’ from the list of people groups accounted for. The 
Romans are not the object of study, but the lens. This results in some in-
felicities that seem out of step with Cilliers’s own agenda. While Cilliers does 
point out to the reader that ‘a negative view of the Berbers’ has, in recent 
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decades, been ‘repudiated as Eurocentric’ (p. 43), this very perspective mani-
fests itself in the text through valorization of Roman imperialism, as on p. 23:  

 
‘The revival under Byzantine rule ... had the benefit that the high level of 
civilisation of the previous centuries was maintained, with the result that the 
Arabs’ inheritance was not that left by the Vandals and Berbers, but that of 
cultured people who could still read and write and remembered what the 
Romans had taught them.’  

 
Chapters Two through Four provide background information on ancient 

medicine in its social context. Chapter Two,  ‘Health facilities in the cities of 
Roman North Africa’ (pp. 57–78),  offers a useful guide to aqueducts in the 
Roman Empire in general, and in Roman North in particular, to the public 
baths, and to sewers; it also includes a discussion of hospitals, including mili-
tary hospitals. Chapter Three, ‘Greek, Roman and Christian views on the 
causes of infectious epidemic diseases’  (pp. 79–96), offers a brief account of 
the development of learned medicine and rationalistic explanations of disease, 
a discussion of ancient views on contagion, and a brief account of epidemics 
known from literary sources. As Cilliers emphasizes, bacteriology is a modern 
discovery, and the closest that ancient sources come to theorizing contagion 
is in theories of pollution or transmission through air-bourne ‘seeds’. Chapter 
Four, ‘The knowledge and competence of physicians in the late Roman 
Empire’ (pp. 97–116), gives an account of state regulation of the medical pro-
fession (drawing on information from late-antique legal digests) and surveys 
what we know of medical education in Antiquity, including brief discussions 
of two centers of medical training (Alexandria and Carthage) as well as an 
account of what we know about ancient medical curricula. 

Chapters Five through Seven focus on Roman North African medical 
writers in Late Antiquity: Vindicianus, Theodorus Priscianus, Cassius Felix, 
Caelius Aurelianus, and Muscio. As Cilliers notes, our knowledge of these 
latter authors in particular is scanty; even the assumption that they came from 
or worked in North Africa is based on slim evidence. Nonetheless, clustering 
these authors geographically is key to Cilliers’s central argument, which is 
that Roman North Africa was a site of especial efflorescence for the Latin-
ization of learned medical texts in Late Antiquity. Each chapter summarizes 
what we know of these authors, as well as the contents of their extant works. 
This is the most innovative contribution of the book, and is particularly useful 
given that many of the texts that Cilliers discusses are not available in trans-
lation or even in modern critical editions. These chapters are an extremely 
helpful resource for scholars and students interested in late-antique medical 
texts. 
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Chapters Eight, ‘Augustine and the medical scene in Roman North Africa 
in the late fourth and early fifth centuries’ (pp. 181–96), and Nine, ‘Reciprocal 
influences: Greco-Roman and Christian views of healing’ (pp. 197–218), turn 
to the role of Christianity in transforming ancient medical culture, focusing on 
Augustine of Hippo’s close engagement with medical texts and his friendship 
with Vindicianus and exploring how Christianity and ancient medicine influ-
enced one another, and makes the argument that Christianity introduced a 
compassionate element into medical care.  

The final chapter, ‘The role of Roman North Africa in the preservation and 
transmission of medical knowledge’ (pp. 219–30), turns to the question of 
transmission, suggesting that the survival of so many late-antique medical 
texts from Roman North Africa is the consequence of military conquest and 
the flight of refugees into Byzantium and Western Europe. Cilliers suggests 
that the Latinization of medical texts in late-antique Roman North Africa was 
due to its unusual and prolonged stability during the third and fourth centuries 
CE, and that the preservation of these texts was due to the instability that 
followed, leading to intentional preservation through flight. 

Roman North Africa: Environment, Society and Medical Contribution syn-
thesizes information about, and the contents of, obscure medical texts that are 
vital to our understanding of late ancient medicine and its transformation; it 
offers social, cultural, and material contextualization for these texts. The argu-
ment – that late-antique North African medical authors, who have traditionally 
been dismissed in scholarship as unoriginal latecomers, represent a critical 
period in the preservation and development of ancient medical knowledge – 
is an important one, and here, greater depth of analysis would have been wel-
come.  

While there is no doubt that Cilliers is an expert in her material, some of 
the sources provided for fundamental information on, for example, the Roman 
Baths, are confusingly unscholarly, such as the Encyclopedia Americana (p. 
43 n. 66), Wikipedia (p. 67n. 33), Public Broadcasting Service (p. 69 n. 38), 
an Italian tourism website (p. 69 n. 41, 70 n. 46), the website for an online 
college course (p. 107 n. 42), and the American political website Free Repub-
lic (p. 108 n. 47). Further, many of the images used in the book are drawn 
from online sources that are difficult to track down, since no URLs are pro-
vided and that, given the transience of online spaces, may no longer exist. 
Given this, I do wish that more context had been provided. As it is, readers are 
left in the dark as to whether the ‘doctor’s instruments’ in Figure 7.1 date to 
the third century BCE or CE.  

These flaws undermine what is otherwise a careful study of several late 
ancient medical texts, a work that is obviously the result of meticulous investi-
gation. Chapters 5–7 in particular make an innovative contribution to the study 
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of late ancient medicine. Whereas much of the study of late ancient medicine 
in its social context relies upon published translations – or, at least, texts with 
recent critical editions – Cilliers walks her readers through a series of vital 
late-antique medical texts that for the most part exist only in nineteenth-
century editions, and that are therefore often ignored. This book will play an 
important role in making these works accessible to scholarly audiences and 
therefore bringing them the attention they deserve. 
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